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A SPECIALIST ADVISORY FIRM FOCUSED ON THE ENERGY TRANSITION

A specialised financial advisory firm launched in 2010
• Proven track record in renewable and energy transition technologies

>EUR 32 bn funding raised
12 yrs of specialised advisory

• Operating from Boston, Cape Town, Hamburg, Madrid, London, Paris,
Singapore, Sydney and Utrecht

• Multi-disciplinary skillset, including project & corporate finance, M&A,
tendering, contracting, and legal expertise
An ambition to provide high quality, specialised advice

120+ professionals globally
9 offices in 9 countries on
5 different continents

• We only work on projects where we can actually add value
• We build long-term relationships with our clients
• We foster a shared approach to transactions and risks

Green Giraffe follows a simple strategy

>250 transactions or projects
>180 GW total capacity

• Provide a holistic approach, coupling sector-specific tasks and
traditional debt or M&A advisory services
• We continue to outperform the competition in Europe whilst growing
in developing markets on other continents
• We are committed to the industry, we believe in the countries we are
active in and we have the skillset it takes to get deals done
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CONSISTENTLY HIGHLY-RANKED IN LEAGUE TABLES
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Notes
2015: Inframation – global renewables financial advisors by deal volume
2016: IJGlobal – global renewables + infra financial advisors by deal count
2017: inspiratia – global renewables financial advisors by deal volume
2018: inspiratia – global renewables financial advisors by deal count
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2019: inspiratia – global renewables financial advisors by deal volume
2020: PFI – global project finance (all sectors) by deal count
2021: inspiratia – global renewables financial advisors by deal count
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MARKET MAKING PRECEDENTS

2015 First refinancing
with public investment
grade rating

2006+ Largest-ever PF
for an offshore wind farm

2015 First US
offshore wind nonrecourse financing

2006 First OW non-recourse
financing (now fully repaid)
2010 First billion-euro
financing for offshore wind

2006

2009

2012

2007+ First-ever offshore
turbines financed1

2015

2014 Largest OW
financing (EUR 2 bn)

2012+ First tenders won
with debt-financed projects2

2022 One of the (if not the) first
project to export green
hydrogen to Germany under the
German-Canadian cooperation

2021

2018

2021 First tender
with renewables
beating fossil fuels

2019 Largest ever pan-European
corporate PPA procurement
process on behalf of a global
corporate offtaker

2006+ First OW transaction for every
public finance institution (EKF et al.)

2018+ First 8-figure
development equity funding
raised for a FOW farm3

1 For

wind turbines of 5, 6, 8 & 9.5 MW size
in France, the Netherlands UK and Taiwan
3 First in the US / Asia / Europe
2 Won
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2018 First project with
market-compatible tariff
won at auction to be
non-recourse financed
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WE ARE AN ENERGY TRANSITION PURE PLAYER

Offshore
Drawing from a wealth of experience including multiple award-winning
deals closed, Green Giraffe will help you develop, finance and build
your offshore wind project. With core competences in equity and debt
arranging, contracting, financial modelling and process management,
we will provide critical contributions from an early stage

Onshore

Offshore

Onshore
In the challenging environment of wind energy, our good relationships
with contractors, turbine manufacturers, equity providers, lenders and
other market advisors enable us to provide you with solid insights on
market standards and improve the value of your project
Solar
Solar energy markets are particularly dynamic and require deep market
understanding to bring about successful projects or transactions. Green
Giraffe officers have been involved in this industry since 2007 and our
extensive experience, networks and skills will help maximise your
project value in this environment

Storage & grid

Storage & grid
As renewable energy technologies mature and installed capacity
increases, grid stabilising solutions become ever more relevant
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Solar

WE ARE AN ENERGY TRANSITION PURE PLAYER

Floating
We have been at the forefront of the sector from its earliest days due to
our strong belief in the floating technology. We build on our insights
from the early days of offshore wind: develop deep knowledge of the
sector, understand the risks, and help progress the pathfinder projects
that pave the way for the industry
Hydrogen and e-fuels

Floating

Hydrogen

Hydrogen and e-fuels will play a key role in decarbonising energyintensive sectors such as heavy industry, heating or mobility. Our deep
roots in renewable energy and our comprehensive understanding of
the hydrogen business case places us perfectly to advise on key
challenges across the green hydrogen value chain

Bioenergy
Making electricity and transport fuel from natural resources is the next
step in sustainable energy production. The technologies are carbon
neutral, sustainable and typically use by-products of industrial
processes to generate energy from natural materials

Other

Bioenergy

Other
We have worked on geothermal and energy efficiency projects and are
actively involved in new areas such as EV, floating solar, wave and tidal
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WE HAVE A WORLDWIDE PRESENCE

Europe
144,000 MW

Asia Pacific
20,500 MW
Americas
11,800 MW

Africa
9,700 MW
Green Giraffe office
Countries in which Green Giraffe has been active
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Capacity shown corresponds to energy transition projects we have worked on, as of Q4 2021
INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

WE PROVIDE A WIDE SET OF SERVICES AND SKILLS

Debt advisory
We support project developers in (re)structuring and arranging nonrecourse finance and other debt instruments. We can help your project
meet the required criteria to access that capital
Debt advisory

M&A advisory

Development equity

We support clients in divesting or acquiring an interest in a target or
project in the energy transition space. We offer a complete suite of
M&A advisory services
Development equity
We support project owners in finding the right partner for the
development of their energy transition projects. Understanding the
development process, the project’s needs and long-term goals are key
to finding the right partner

Development support

Development support
We assist our clients to bring their projects to fully permitted status and
contractual/financial close. We leverage the hands-on development
experience we built up to provide financial, technical and legal
expertise to projects that are in development
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M&A advisory

WE PROVIDE A WIDE SET OF SERVICES AND SKILLS

Tender support
We are involved in numerous renewable energy tenders in different
technologies throughout the world. We help our clients optimise their
bidding strategy
PPA advisory

PPA advisory

Tender support

We provide market intelligence and help you value, structure and
negotiate your offtake arrangement. We cover a wide scope of offtake
related services, with a focus on identifying value and implications for
raising debt and/or equity
Strategy & intelligence
We provide focused sectorial intelligence, specialised resources,
benchmarking and standalone modelling services. The complex
environment of renewable energy projects requires high quality
information and management capabilities to create valuable projects

Strategy & intelligence

Modelling
We offer a full suite of standalone modelling services: review of existing
models, implementation of sensitivities or design of completely new
models from scratch
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Modelling

GREEN GIRAFFE HAS ENTERED A 50:50 JOINT VENTURE WITH DAIWA SECURITIES GROUP

In October 2019, Green Giraffe entered a JV agreement with
Daiwa Securities, combining strengths to bring a full suite of
professional skills to clients

Access to our unrivalled
knowledge of global
renewables markets
Synergetic deal flows
and origination
Access to niche
investors within
renewables

Offices
Green Giraffe keeps its
independence & management

Offices

We improve our access to
international investors
Stronger client offering
through cooperation with DC
Advisory, Daiwa’s M&A practice
Where Green Giraffe or Daiwa are active
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GREEN GIRAFFE HAS ENTERED A 50:50 JOINT VENTURE WITH DAIWA SECURITIES GROUP

UK
Platform
refinancing of
Last Mile
Infrastructure
Group

DC Advisory provides financial
advisory
services
across
11 core industries. The team
of 600+ employees operates
from 22 offices in North
America, Asia and Europe

Canada/UK
Refinancing of a
portfolio of UKbased smart
meters

Company

No.

USD M

DC Advisory

22

6,061

Macquarie

19

20,237

IMPROVED

10

1,638

EY

6

9,704

KPMG

5

n.a.

Source: Inspiratia – financial advisors by deal count Q1 – Q4 2021
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Sweden
Multi-creditor
refinancing of
Värmevärden

UK
Acquisition of
Wheelabrator’s
UK assets

UK
Acquisition of
water assets
from Kelda

Sweden/USA
Sale of
NorthStar to
EnerSys

Recent equity reference

UK
Acquisition of
firmus energy
from iCON
Infrastructure

Recent debt reference

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

Sweden
Acquisition of a
50% stake in
Stockholm
Exergi

Nordics
Refinancing of a
Nordic district
heating
business

Estonia
Acquisition of
OÜ Utilitas

OUR CLIENTS USE US REPEATEDLY

Clients for which we have performed at least 2 missions
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ACCOMPANYING OUR CLIENTS IN AN EVER-CHANGING INDUSTRY

This trend in falling prices is being driven by highly competitive
auction bids and decreasing cost of capital. Increasingly so,
structuring the power offtake has become crucial to winning
tenders, reducing risk and maximising the financing potential

Support price (EUR/MWh)

250

Our in-depth knowledge of all bid requirements can unlock project
economics and maximise chances of success. Our full scope services,
including business case, tender strategy, PPAs and finance optimisation,
help structure successful projects
Tenders won with Green Giraffe’s support

Falling prices for renewable energy

200
CfD
Tender

150
23 MW

18 MW

128 MW

100
Tender

FiT

Tender

50

1.4 GW

CfD
Tender

Tender

Tender

730 MW

21 MW

Tender

1.2 GW

Tender

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Offshore wind
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420 MW

19 MW
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2016

Solar PV

2017

2018

Multi. RE

2019

2020

Onshore wind

2021

M&A ADVISORY – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

Global reach and access to a wide range of investors

Experience in buy-side and
sell-side, with an industrybeating success rate in both

• Industrial investors (IPPs, utilities, contractors)
• Financial investors (private equity, sovereign wealth funds, infra and
pension funds)

• Corporates (conglomerates)
Tailor-made M&A solutions

Involved in ca. 57 GW of solar
and over 125 GW of wind, with
100 GW coming from M&A

• Optimise liquidity vs governance constraints
• Residual value and long-term repowering upsides
• Junior financing to recycle equity while preserving control and
governance in transactions

Successful track record at outperforming market standards

Active at project and corporate
level, across all project stages,
technologies & geographies
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• We are able to assess robustness of assumptions including net yield,
power prices, target IRR, valuation period when selling assets
• Our market insights and stringent processes achieve superior valuations
for our clients
• Improved residual post-operation asset valuation unlocks the option to
acquire back or benefit from potential repowering
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M&A ADVISORY – FLAGSHIP TRANSACTION

Global – signed 19 Jan 2021

Successful Irish global wind and
solar developer with a strong
presence in emerging markets

Sponsor/Investment
• The sponsors consisted of Mainstream Renewable Power and
Aker Horizons
• The investment was EUR 1 billion
Green Giraffe role
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A portfolio of 1.4 GW in
operation and construction and
10 GW under development

• Exclusive financial advisor to Aker Horizons in its acquisition
of Mainstream Renewable Power

A team of experienced
renewable energy specialists
(incl. developers and engineers)

• Acquisition of 75% of Mainstream Renewable Power
• Mainstream’s founder Eddie O’Connor retaining a 25%
minority share
• Strong backing for Mainstream to pivot towards an
independent power producer (IPP) model

Key achievements

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

M&A ADVISORY – OTHER RECENT LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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DEBT ADVISORY – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

Proven track record at structuring complex transactions

Closed the first ever offshore
wind deal with construction risk

• Focus on large and or complex projects where we can be pivotal to the
success of the mission
• Transactions with multiple parties (banking club deals with syndication),
multi-contracting and multi-currencies
• Strong relationship with export credit and multilateral agencies
Early involvement in projects

Involved in ca. 57 GW of solar
and over 125 GW of wind, with
25 GW coming from debt

• Reviewing and negotiating contracts
• Managing the due diligence process
We help projects get much better terms

• Honest assessment of your project’s strengths and weaknesses to tailor
the structure accordingly

Leader and market maker in
European offshore wind

• More leverage: higher debt commitments and more aggressive terms
thanks to convincing debt packages
• Less equity upfront: equity replaced by pre-completion revenues or
subordinated debt
• Lower contingency: lower budget via disciplined due diligence process
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DEBT ADVISORY – FLAGSHIP TRANSACTION

The Netherlands – closed 6 Oct 2021

EUR 225 M financing package
closed to refinance operational
heat projects and fund growth

Sponsor/Investment
• The sponsor was Eteck Energie Bedrijven, with Infracapital
as one of its main shareholders
• Undisclosed investment
Green Giraffe role
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Financing package includes a
revolver facility and growth term
loan facility for 3 years of growth

• Financial advisor to Eteck to structure the transaction and
raise the financing

Eteck owns over 200 projects and
currently has over 80 projects
under development

• First of its kind heat portfolio financing in the Netherlands
with income being regulated but not fixed
• Project finance facilities based on competitive terms on the
basis of portfolio characteristics (including DSCRs and
reps & warranties)

Key achievements

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

DEBT ADVISORY – OTHER RECENT LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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TENDER SUPPORT – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

Regulatory framework

Many “firsts” market moving
tenders (commercial floating,
hybrid, technical innovation)

• Leveraging our understanding of complex projects and different
regulatory environments (FiT, CfD, zero bids, etc.)
• Experience in combining auxiliary revenue streams (incl. cPPAs, storage,
Power-to-X, co-use) to maximise chances of tender success
Tenders require tailor made solutions

128 MW hybrid energy plant
in a technology neutral capacity
tender in South Africa

• Active engagement in finding the best suited and compatible partners
• Optimised financing solutions such as sale optimisation, project finance
constraints, and mezzanine/bond financings
• Delivery of adaptable yet versatile financial models
• Knowledge of market standards and innovations
High success rate in awarding projects by

Zero-support bid 433 MW
offshore wind farm Nordsee 2
in Germany

• Aligning interests of both contractors and sponsors we are able to
secure bankable competitive offers
• Finding innovative financing solutions that reduce the cost of capital
• Tailoring offtake strategies to optimise PPA terms
• Structuring the project to maximise the value in the bid documentation
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TENDER SUPPORT – FLAGSHIP TRANSACTION

South Africa – bid won 18 March 2021

Sponsor/Investment

128 MW hybrid plant (wind, solar
PV and lithium-ion batteries)

• The sponsor leading the consortium is G7 Renewable
Energies, a local developer

Green Giraffe role

Produces over 500
electricity per annum

GWh

of

• Full tender, contracting and financing (debt & equity) support

Key achievements

Across
the
Western/Northern
Cape provinces in South Africa
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• Successful bid in the South African Risk Mitigation
Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme, a
technology neutral capacity tender for dispatchable power
• A hybrid energy facility to provide reliable, low cost, ondemand renewable energy

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

TENDER SUPPORT – OTHER RECENT LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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PROJECT CONTRACTING – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

Proven track record at negotiating contracts

Often starting 2-3 years before
close, we help optimise the
economics of the project

• Knowledge of available innovative offtake structures including utility &
corporate PPAs and trading options
• Construction package specialist, market knowledge and optimisation

• O&M contract expertise allows us to focus on the trade-off between
cost and risk in the context of your project
Support in the process all the way to financial close

We ensure the project can
bring contractual packages to
the equity and/or debt markets

Experienced in PPA, tender,
and project finance deals we
structure contracts effectively

• We provide a full-scope service, synergising the parallel workstreams of
contracting, due diligence and financing
• As per client preference, our specialists can be integrated into the
project team and lead contract negotiations on behalf of the client

• From contractor selection to signing, we ensure a robust end-product,
achieved through a timely process, ensuring the project success
We help projects get much better terms
• Considering the financing structure from the start, we can optimise the
suite of contracts for the project
• Better allocation of risk between parties helps raise finance on better
terms (more leverage, lower contingency, limited equity commitments)
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PROJECT CONTRACTING – OTHER RECENT LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

Proven track record at developing projects

We help partners and clients
bring projects to consent,
contractual & financial close

• Support to the development process (permitting, consents, land
contract negotiations, technical design)
• In-house permitting & tendering experts and pool of technical experts
and sub-contractors for all required studies and independent reports
We help projects get better terms

We work as development
partner or as consultant

• By taking the financing structure into account from the start, we help
optimise the permits and project contracts
• Thanks to an efficient, short development process and improved
financial terms, the project owners experience exceptional returns on
investment with the ability to divest at highly competitive valuations

Support in the process to financial close or sale

Combining our technical, legal
and financial knowledge, we
secure easier financing process

25

• Our contracting experts review and negotiate all contracts, from EPC
and O&M to the PPA, land lease etc.
• We will ensure best chances for the project to raise equity and/or debt
and will support the process to close or sale

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT – OTHER RECENT LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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STRATEGY & INTELLIGENCE – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

We regularly provide strategic intelligence services

We work with various funders,
contractors & advisors, whilst
closely tracking market trends

• Our clients, which include OEMs, marine contractors, utilities and
financial investors, are market-leaders and use us on a regular basis
• Our involvement in multiple tenders, with successful consortia, gives us
unique insight into the most cutting-edge practices of the industry
We believe that smart decisions require good intelligence and we are
known for our honest, fact-based advice

We create innovative and
successful structures, and we
know what works

• We tailor deliverables to suit clients’ needs, providing information as
workshops, databases and reports
• We can prepare detailed insight about past successful transactions in
the form of case studies

Our independence allows for unbiased opinions on all subject matters

We’ve acted as expert witness
in arbitration proceedings with
decisive results

• Our global experience has given us a deep understanding of a wide
range of markets, both developed and emerging
• Coming from the project finance world, we are deeply aware of how
financial structures influence their cost of capital and competitiveness
• We draw on experience and a knowledge pool of global experts to
provide unmatched strategic advice across multiple technologies
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STRATEGY & INTELLIGENCE – OTHER RECENT LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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DEVELOPMENT EQUITY – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

Project value depends on multiple parameters

Wealth of experience of early
greenfield
development
projects, with over 34 missions

• Project-specific parameters, such as the financial & corporate structure,
and capex & opex assumptions
• Region-specific factors, such as underlying energy resource, regulatory
framework and tax constraints
• Our experience in working with these parameters and closing complex
transactions can help you unlock your project’s value proposition

We have been involved in close
to 18 GW of renewable
capacity worldwide

Often encountering problems
that require novel solutions for
capital constrained projects

Select the right investors with appetite and complimentary attributes
• Optimising metrics will attract investors and warrant greater valuations
• Identify investors who compliment your developments needs, and
provide the right support

• Leverage our network and reputation to access investors from all
industries, who trust us and the quality of the developers we represent
Finding the right partner for your development project through
• Our understanding of project economics and risks
• Our presence in the renewable energy market
• Cooperation with our industry associate DC Advisory (Daiwa M&A)
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DEVELOPMENT EQUITY – FLAGSHIP TRANSACTION

Ireland – closed 26 January 2021
1 GW portfolio of two floating
offshore wind farms

Sponsor/Investment
• The sponsor was Shell
• The investment to fund development was undisclosed

Green Giraffe role

Approx. 35-60 km off the Irish
south coast in the Irish Celtic Sea

• Financial advisor to Simply Blue energy to find a strategic
partner to fund development equity
Key achievements

Largest floating offshore wind
farm under development in Ireland
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• Largest floating offshore wind farm portfolio under
development in Ireland at closing
• First floating offshore wind farm in the Irish Celtic Sea
• Joint development agreement with long-term strategic
partner, Shell

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

DEVELOPMENT EQUITY – OTHER RECENT LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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PPA ADVISORY – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

We cover a wide scope of offtake related services

Been involved in close to 2 GW
of corporate PPA transactions

• Our core focus is unlocking value and identifying implications for raising
debt and/or equity, with a view to mitigating risks
• We can also assist in general process management services or in
negotiating specific commercial points
• Our market intelligence informs our clients on a wide spectrum of
offtake-related matters

Advised and executed PPA
transactions on the buy-side
and sell-side

We can support the transaction by making a significant impact on how
the project is perceived by banks and investors
• We can guide you through the process, from initial strategy formation to
origination and execution

• We leverage our modelling and contractual expertise to provide
quantitative and qualitative analyses, creating a robust contract structure

In direct contact with banks on
the robustness of terms within
corporate PPA deals
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• Throughout this process we will help you make insightful decisions
related to structuring the offtake
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ENERGY TRANSITION TECHNOLOGIES – EXPERTISE AND VALUE ADDED

Our expertise

Visible value added

Passion to innovate drives a broad spectrum of experience

Making new renewable technologies bankable remains at
the core of what we do

• We have closed several floating offshore wind projects and
strongly believe that this technology will unlock large areas
of previously inaccessible seabed
• We have been involved in energy efficiency, waste-to-energy,
fibre and energy storage transactions, including the financing
of batteries and charging infrastructure
• We build a knowledge base in new technologies rapidly, e.g.
closed some of the first hydrogen transactions in the market
Successful advisory missions
• 20 floating offshore wind missions completed successfully,
a.o. in South Korea, the UK and the USA (19,000 MW in total)
• Non-recourse financing raised for the energy-efficient
revamping of power generation facilities (350 MW, Italy)
• Ongoing advisory on the development of a waste-to-energy
project (15 MW, UK) and a Dutch energy island (4,000 MW)
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• We have built our success in the nascent offshore wind
market 10 to 15 years ago, being pioneers in the industry by
pushing the boundaries of bankability standards
• We know what it takes to structure financially robust projects
around novel technologies – essential given the competition
among projects using new technologies

• Applying this knowledge to new technologies is at the very
core of what we build our expertise on
Looking ahead with a strong commitment to working on
decarbonising our economy
• We are constantly expanding our knowledge base:
consolidating skills and diversifying core competencies
• Our diversified track record allows us to soundly assess the
risks of these new technologies and find suitable solutions or
an interested investor base together with our clients

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

ENERGY TRANSITION TECHNOLOGIES

Early-stage tech financing

Floating offshore wind

Floating solar PV

Generation

Project contracting

Tidal energy

Non-recourse asset financing

Energy-from-waste

Financial modelling

Hydrogen and e-fuels
EV charging

Transport & storage

Examples of
Green Giraffe’s
advisory support

Strategic advisory

Battery storage
Pumped storage
Energy efficiency
Sustainable heating

Corporate PPA procurement

Savings & consumption

ESCo financing advisory
Non-recourse asset financing

Smart grids
Circular energy
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Venture capital raise
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ENERGY TRANSITION TECHNOLOGIES – FLAGSHIP TRANSACTION

Portugal – closed 18 May 2022

REGA Energy is a leading
Portuguese
renewable
gas
developer, producer, and retailer

Sponsor/Investment
• The sponsor was REGA Energy
• EUR 17 M raised to accelerate the development of REGA
Energy’s biomethane and hydrogen projects in Portugal
Green Giraffe role
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Strong 15+ team working across
the hydrogen value chain from
early development to operations

• Financial advisor to REGA Energy for the fundraising
• Support on the offtake strategy and application for subsidies

1+ GW development platform
comprising both green hydrogen
and biomethane projects

• Funding secured against minimum dilution, preserving the
founder & CEO’s control over the company’s operations
• The transaction was closed in less than 6 months from the
date the information package was released

Key achievements

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

ENERGY TRANSITION TECHNOLOGIES – OTHER RECENT LANDMARK TRANSACTIONS
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IMPACT ON AFRICA

Office in Cape Town

A dedicated presence in Africa since 2017
• Office opened in Cape Town, South Africa in October 2017
• Full execution team working together with all other global offices
Proven track record across the African continent

Diverse technology support

• Historical presence in Morocco since 2013
• We assisted Actis with the successful acquisition of BioTherm Energy,
a South African based, pan-African renewable energy company
• We have been involved in multiple renewable energy projects in
Africa, assisting developers, investors and regulatory bodies during
various phases (development, contracting, tender, operation)
• Together with our clients we won several tenders across Africa
including South Africa, Tunisia, Zambia and Mozambique
• We supported Aker Horizons in the acquisition of Mainstream RP
Leveraging our network and forging local partnerships
• We help international clients enter the African market
• Local presence ensures Green Giraffe’s ability to offer region-specific
solutions while maintaining high quality standards
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Full continent coverage across all sectors

IMPACT ON THE AMERICAS

Office in Boston

American office opened in Boston in 2019
• Dedicated local team with 8 renewable energy professionals
• Licensed broker dealer able to support our clients with suite of
securities transactional services

Licensed broker dealer

• Bringing global opportunities to domestic investors
We have been active in the Americas since our founding
• First mandate in the USA in 2010 (with Cape Wind) and involved in
the first USA offshore wind project to be built (Block Island, 2015)
• Successfully completed missions for developers, governments and
investors in USA, Canada, Mexico, Panama and Chile
• Successful transactions across solar, wind and storage markets

• Supported clients to strategise their entry into a highly competitive
yet nascent offshore wind market
An active market with additional regulatory complexity
• Host of pedigreed renewable energy players looking for creative
means to enter a fast-developing offshore wind market
• Navigation of both state and federal regulations and processes
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Large and high-growth market

IMPACT ON ASIA PACIFIC

Office in Sydney
Singapore office opened in 2020 and Sydney in 2022

Office in Singapore

• Singapore office awarded a capital markets license in 2021
• Dedicated team of eight professionals
• Ability to offer our full scope of services across APAC

Growing track record in the region
• Ongoing debt raise for a rooftop solar portfolio in Vietnam
• Ongoing sale of a solar & hydro development platform, with a focus
on Indonesia
• Ongoing modelling, equity, debt & tender advisory mandates in
Japan and in Taiwan for offshore wind projects in development
• Development equity raise for an offshore wind developer in Australia
• Debt restructuring for a distressed project in Taiwan (2021)
• Equity raise for a 500 MW floating offshore wind farm in South Korea
(2019) and sale of equity stake in offshore wind farm in Japan (2021)
Helping lead the way in a fast-growing renewable energy sector
• Native Chinese, Japanese and Vietnamese speakers in our teams
• Strong network in the region enhanced due to our links with Daiwa
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INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

Covering all energy transition sectors

CONCLUSION

1

We promote the transition to a sustainable energy system

2
3
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We respect our company, our people, and our clients equally

We get deals done

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN GIRAFFE

GREEN-GIRAFFE.EU
BOSTON − CAPE TOWN − HAMBURG − LONDON − MADRID − PARIS − SINGAPO RE − SYDNEY − UTRECHT

